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INTRODUCTION 
Evaluation of plant nutrient status is an essential step 
for developing and refining recommendations concerning the 
amounts of fertilizers needed for crop production. There is 
need to improve fertilizer recommendation because of the 
increased use of nitrogen (N) fertilizer over the past three 
decades and because of mounting concerns about the 
environmental impacts associated with the use of this 
fertilizer. 
Decisions concerning identification of optimal economic 
rates of N fertilization involve fitting some type of model 
to yield response data collected when several rates of 
fertilization are applied. However, a standardized procedure 
for selecting one model over other has not been adopted. 
Moreover, the importance of the disagreements among models 
when identifying economic optimal rates of fertilization has 
received little attention in recent discussion when 
evaluating the trade-offs between the profitability and the 
environmental costs of corn (Zea ways L.) production. 
The N status of corn often is assessed by using tissue 
analysis. The most commonly used analyses are the N 
concentrations in ear leaf at silking and grain at harvest. 
However, little attention has been given to evaluating the 
reliability of these tissue analyses as indicators of the N 
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status of corn. 
Losses of N fertilizer in corn production is one of the 
principal environmental concerns in modern agriculture. One 
of the most promising tools for reducing losses of N 
fertilizer are nitrification inhibitors. Although it has 
been clearly established that nitrapyrin is a potent 
inhibitor of nitrification in soils, it has been difficult to 
demonstrate that the benefits of this inhibitor justify its 
cost when applied with spring-applied fertilizer for corn 
production in the western portion of the Corn Belt. However, 
it is difficult to design experiments that have adequate 
sensitivity to detect the expected benefits of this compound. 
The overall objective of the work reported in this 
dissertation was to evaluate the sensitivity of various 
methods commonly used to assess the N status of corn. The 
dissertation is divided in four parts, each of which was 
prepared for publication in scholarly journals. The first 
part is a comparison and an evaluation of models commonly 
used for identification of economic rates of fertilization. 
The second part is an evaluation of the relationships between 
grain N concentration and the N status of corn. The third 
part is an evaluation of the relationships between leaf N 
concentration and the N status of corn. The fourth part 
involves an evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of the 
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effects of nitrapyrin on corn yields and recovery of 
fertilizer N in soils. 
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PART I. COMPARISON OF MODELS FOR DESCRIBING CORN YIELD 
RESPONSE TO NITROGEN FERTILIZER 
5 
INTRODUCTION 
Selection of the most appropriate rate of nitrogen (N) 
fertilization is a major decision affecting the profitability 
of corn (Zea mays L. ) production and the impact of agriculture 
on the environment. Directly or indirectly, decisions 
concerning optimal rates of fertilization involve fitting 
some type of model to yield data collected when several rates 
of fertilizer are applied. These decisions are more 
important now than ever before because N fertilizer use has 
increased greatly over the past three decades and because 
there is increasing concern about environmental impacts 
associated with the use of this fertilizer. 
Several different response models have been used to 
identify economic optimum rates of N fertilization, and many 
researchers have noted that these models often disagree when 
identifying these rates (Abraham and Rao, 1965; Anderson and 
Nelson, 1971, 1975; Barreto and Westerman, 1987; Nelson et 
al., 1985; Blackmer and Meisinger, 1988). However, a 
standardized procedure for selecting one model over others 
has not been adopted. Moreover, the importance of the 
disagreements among models when identifying economic optimum 
rates of fertilization has received little attention in 
recent discussions evaluating trade-offs between the 
profitability and the environmental costs of crop production. 
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And decisions concerning optimal rates of fertilization 
usually are based on the use of a model with little or no 
discussion of why this model was selected over other models. 
The objective of this study was to compare and evaluate 
models commonly used for identification of economic optimum 
rates of fertilization. The study involved fitting each 
model to results of yield trials having 10 rates of N and 
comparing (i) predicted economic optimum rates of 
fertilization, (ii) predicted maximum yields, (iii) 
coefficients of determination, (iv) trends in differences 
between observed data and predicted data, and (v) potential 
economic losses associated with making incorrect decisions 
when selecting a response model. The results clearly 
indicate that model selection is a major factor affecting 
what rates are identified as being optimal and, therefore, 
that the reason for selecting one model over others deserves 
more attention than it has received in the past. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Field plots were established at four locations in 1985 
and at two locations in 1986 as indicated in Table 1. All 
plots were established in nonirrigated fields under 
production agriculture and, except for N application and 
grain harvest, were managed in accordance with the farmers' 
normal practices. All sites had been planted to corn the 
year before the plots were established. Nitrogen treatments 
were ammonium sulfate broadcast and incorporated into the 
soil at ten rates (0, 28, 56, 84, 112, 140, 168, 224, 280, 
and 336 kg N ha~^) shortly before planting. After the plots 
were established, the annual N treatments applied to each 
plot were not changed. The plots were 12.2 by 4.6 m (six 76-
cm rows) or 12.2 by 3.9 m (four 97-cm rows) and were arranged 
in a randomized complete-block design with three 
replications. Plant density ranged from 50,000 to 70,000. 
Grain yields were measured by hand-harvesting 7.5-m segments 
of the two center rows and were adjusted to 15.5% moisture 
content. 
Five response models (linear-plus-plateau, quadratic-
plus-plateau, quadratic, exponential, and square root) were 
fit to the data from each site-year by using the NLIN (Ihnen 
and Goodnight, 1985) or GLM (Spector et al., 1985) procedure. 
The linear-plus-plateau model is defined by equations 1 
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Table 1. Information describing the experimental sites 
Soil 
Site Location Series Subgroup Years studied 
1 Marengo Nevin Aquic Argiudoll 1985, 1986, 1987 
2 Kalona Bremer Typic Haplaguoll 1985, 1986, 1987 
3 Ames 1 Nicollet Aquic Hapludoll 1985, 1986, 1987 
4 Ames 2 Canisteo Typic Haplaguoll 1985, 1986, 1987 
5 Ida Grove Marshall Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
6 Holstein Galva Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
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and 2, 
Y = a + bX if X<C [1] 
Y = P if X>C [2] 
where Y is the yield of grain (Mg ha"^) and X is the rate of 
N application (kg ha"^); a (intercept), b (linear 
coefficient), C (critical rate of fertilization, which occurs 
at the intersection of the linear-response and the plateau 
lines), and P (plateau yield) are constants obtained by 
fitting the model to the data. 
The quadratic-plus-plateau model is defined by equations 
3 and 4, 
Y = a + bX + cX^ if X<C [3] 
Y = P if X>C [4] 
where Y is the yield of grain (Mg ha~^) and X is the rate of 
N application (kg ha~^); a (intercept), b (linear 
coefficient), c (quadratic coefficient), C (critical rate of 
fertilization, which occurs at the intersection of the 
quadratic response and the plateau lines), and P (plateau 
yield) are constants obtained by fitting the model to the 
data. 
The quadratic model is defined by equation 5, 
Y = a + bX + cX^ [5] 
where Y is the yield of grain (Mg ha~^) and X is the rate of 
N application (kg ha~^); a (intercept), b (linear 
coefficient), c (quadratic coefficient) are constants 
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obtained by fitting the model to the data. 
The exponential model (i.e., the Mitscherlich model) is 
defined by equation 6, 
Y = M(l-EXP"°(X+b)) [6] 
where Y is the yield of grain (Mg ha~^) and X is the rate of 
N  a p p l i c a t i o n  ( k g  h a ~ ^ ) ;  M  ( t h e  m a x i m u m  y i e l d  a t t a i n a b l e ) ,  c ,  
and b are constants obtained by fitting the model to the 
data. The c constant corresponds to the Mitscherlich effect 
factor (see National Academy of Sciences, 1961), and the b 
constant estimates the amount of soil-derived available N. 
The square root model is defined by equation 7, 
Y = a + bX + cxl/2 [7] 
where Y is the yield of grain (Mg ha"^) and X is the rate of 
N application (kg ha~^); a (intercept), b (linear 
coefficient), c (square root coefficient) are constants 
obtained by fitting the model to the data. 
Coefficients of determination (r^ values) for models 
were determined by use of regression analyses. For the 
quadratic and square root models, predicted maximum yields 
were obtained by equating the first derivatives of the 
response equations to zero, solving for X, substituting the 
values of X into the response equations, and solving for Y. 
For the exponential model, which predicts that maximum yields 
are achieved only when fertilizer applications are at 
infinity, predicted maximum yields were considered to be 
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99.9% of M (Barreto and Westerman, 1987). For the linear-
plus-plateau and quadratic-plus-plateau models, the plateau 
yields were considered to be maximum yields. Except for the 
linear-plus-plateau model, predicted economic optimum rates 
of fertilization were calculated by equating the first 
derivatives of the response equations to a selected 
fertilizer-to-corn price ratio and solving for X (Heady et 
al., 1955; National Academy of Sciences, 1961; Nelson et al., 
1985). For the linear-plus-plateau model, economic optimum 
rates of fertilization were identified by locating the 
intersection of the two lines (Waugh et al., 1973; Ihnen and 
Goodnight, 1985). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Response data for corn in 1985 are not included in this 
study because statistically significant responses to N 
treatments were not observed. The lack of response probably 
was caused by carry-over of N from 1984. Such responses are 
not representative of those expected during sustained corn 
production at the treatments applied. 
Data in Table 2 show considerable disagreement among the 
models when they are used to identify economic optimum rates 
of fertilization at a given fertilizer-to-corn price ratio. 
Some models were quite consistent in indicating higher 
optimal rates than others. The magnitude of these 
differences indicates a need to justify selection of one 
model over other models when discussing economic and 
environmental trade-offs associated with N fertilization. 
Data in Table 3 indicate that, when evaluated by using 
the r^ statistic, the five models seem to fit the yield data 
about equally well. Because there is little biological basis 
for selecting one model over others (Mead and Pike, 1975; 
Nelson et al., 1985), the r^ statistic usually is used to 
justify the use of a particular model. The limitation of 
using the r statistic to select a model is further 
illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows how each of the models 
fits the data from site 5 in 1986. Because there is only one 
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Table 2. Economic optimum rates of N fertilization predicted 
by each model at each site-year® 
Predicted economic optimum rates of fertilization 
Linear Quadratic 
Site- plus plus Square 
year plateau plateau Quadratic Exponential root 
1-86 120 173 227 242 344 
2-86 198 302 302 493 323 
3-86 130 196 227 218 276 
4-86 130 195 236 294 504 
5-86 104 163 222 222 287 
6-86 133 212 241 300 680 
1-87 94 124 188 156 153 
2-87 111 108 141 87 75 
3-87 102 153 211 194 221 
4-87 152 215 245 317 870 
5-87 115 154 215 205 258 
6-87 149 216 241 292 560 
Mean 128 184 225 252 379 
®The fertilizer-to-corn price ratio used was 3.36, which 
is consistent with the values of $ 0.0987 kg~^ ($2.50 bu~^) 
for corn and $ 0.33 kg~^ ($ 0.15 lb~^) for fertilizer. 
Table 3. Coefficients of determination (r^ values) for models describing 
relationships between N rate and grain yields^ 
r2 
Site- Linear Quadratic Square 
year plus plateau plus plateau Quadratic Exponential root 
1-86 0.90 (0.93) 0.91 (0.93) 0.89 (0.93) 0.91 (0.93) 0.87 (0.93) 
2-86 0.96 (0.98) 0.95 (0.98) 0.97 (0.98) 0.94 (0.97) 0.90 (0.97) 
3-86 0.78 (0.96) 0.82 (0.96) 0.82 (0.97) 0.84 (0.94) 0.84 (0.93) 
4-86 0.92 (0.99) 0.91 (0.99) 0.90 (0.97) 0.89 (0.99) 0.83 (0.99) 
5-86 0.94 (0.95) 0.95 (0.96) 0.92 (0.95) 0.95 (0.96) 0.92 (0.96) 
6—86 0.94 (0.98) 0.95 (0.98) 0.95 (0.97) 0.94 (0.98) 0.91 (0.98) 
1-87 0.85 (0.80) 0.85 (0.80) 0.79 (0.82) 0.76 ND^ 0.73 (0.89) 
2-87 0.24 (0.77) 0.23 (0.77) 0.22 (0.78) 0.22 HD 0.22 (0.81) 
3-87 0.73 (0.82) 0.75 (0.83) 0.75 (0.80) 0.75 (0.83) 0.74 (0.83) 
4-87 0.93 (0.91) 0.92 (0.94) 0.91 (0.92) 0.90 (0.94) 0.84 (0.94) 
5-87 0.89 (0.94) 0.88 (0.93) 0.86 (0.90) 0.87 (0.94) 0.84 (0.90) 
6-87 0.91 (0.95) 0.92 (0.97) 0.91 (0.96) 0.91 (0.97) 0.89 (0.97) 
Mean 0.83 (0.92) 0.84 (0.92) 0.82 (0.91) 0.82 (0.95) 0.79 (0.93) 
Values in parentheses indicate r values obtained when models were fitted to 
response data from only 4 rates of N (0, 112, 224, 336 kg ha"^). 
^Not determined. Values could not be obtained because the model failed to fit 
yield data from these sites. 
Figure 1. Example of how each of the five models fits the 
response data for one site-year (site 5 in 1986) 
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correct economic optimum rate of fertilization for each site-
year, the observation that models having similar r^ values 
differ greatly in determined values of economic optimum rates 
indicates that r^ value is not a reliable criterion for 
selection of a model for identification of economic optimum 
rates of N fertilization. 
The numbers in parentheses in Table 3 illustrate that 
use of the r statistic can result in a false sense of 
confidence concerning the ability of models to describe 
responses to N when too few treatments are used. That is, 
greater r^ values were obtained when only four N treatments 
were considered than when all ten treatments were considered. 
Although these differences can be reduced by adjusting the r^ 
values for degrees of freedom (Darlington, 1968; Judge et 
al., 1982; Blackmer and Meisinger, 1988), this adjustment 
usually has not been made in fertilizer response studies, I 
believe this is a notable problem because most fertilizer N 
response studies involve four or fewer N treatments and 
because the ability of models having high r^ values (e.g., 
0.90 or higher) to identify optimum rates of fertilization 
has not been questioned. 
Data in Table 4 show that the models predicted similar 
maximum yields at each site-year, although the square root 
model tended to predict slightly higher maximum yields than 
did the other models. The validity of this model for 
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Table 4. Maximum yields predicted by each model at each 
site-year 
Predicted maximum yields 
Linear Quadratic 
Site- plus plus Square 
year plateau plateau Quadratic Exponential root 
1-86 11.0 11.1 11.7 11.4 11.9 
2-86 12.9 13.2 13.2 15.0 10.5 
3-86 10.7 11.0 11.3 11.1 11.2 
4-86 11.1 11.3 11.9 11.9 13.3 
5-86 9.9 9.9 10.6 10.2 10.5 
6—86 8.2 8.4 8.8 9.0 12.6 
1-87 8.6 8.5 9.2 8.6 8.5 
2-87 8.5 8.4 8.6 8.4 8.4 
3-87 9.7 9.8 10.4 9.9 9.9 
4-87 10.2 10.3 10.7 11.0 15.7 
5-87 9.3 9.3 9.8 9.8 9.7 
6-87 9.9 10.0 10.4 10.5 12.4 
Mean 10.0 10.1 10.6 10.6 11.2 
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predicting maximum yields, however, is questionable because 
seemingly absurd rates of fertilization were indicated as 
necessary to achieve maximum yields. These rates were at 
least 1.3 times higher than those indicated by any other 
model, and they averaged 709 kg ha"^. Other than this 
consideration, the predicted maximum yields provide little 
basis for selection of one model over others. 
Data presented in Table 5 show that significant 
discrepancies among models in indicated economic optimum 
rates occurred over a wide range of fertilizer-to-corn price 
ratios. These discrepancies became larger as the price of 
fertilizer decreased relative to the price of corn. This 
should be expected because, with all models except the 
linear-plus-plateau model, lower fertilizer prices shift 
optimal rates of fertilization onto flatter portions of the 
response curves, where small differences in slope correspond 
to relatively large differences in rates of fertilization. 
With the linear-plus-plateau model at reasonable price 
ratios, the economic optimum rate of fertilization is 
independent of the price ratio (Waugh et al., 1973). The 
price ratio used in Table 2 is representative of price ratios 
common during the past decade. 
Figures 2a through 2e show analyses of the deviations 
from regression, or residuals (i.e., yields observed minus 
yields predicted by the model), for each model. In these 
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figures, points above the horizontal line indicate that the 
model underpredicted yields and points under this line 
indicate that the model overpredicted yields. These figures 
show that some models fit the response data with less 
systematic bias than others and suggest that the exponential 
and the square root models fit least well. A statistical 
test (the Kolmogorov test; Delong, 1985) indicated that the 
residuals obtained from the quadratic and square root models 
do not have a standard normal distribution (D values of 0.096 
and 0.081, P < 0.05) and, therefore, that these models do not 
give a valid description of the yield response data. 
The bias of each model when determining economic optimum 
rates of fertilization is easier to interpret in Fig. 3a 
through 3e. In these figures, the data points for each site-
year are positioned relative to predicted economic optimum 
rates of fertilization, which are located in the centers of 
the figures. Figure 3c shows that the quadratic model tended 
to overestimate yields at the rates of fertilization it 
identified as optimum. Because of the sharpness of the 
quadratic response curve near economic optimum and maximum, 
this model often identified unattainable yields as being 
optimum. This figure also shows a tendency for the quadratic 
model to over-estimate the slope of the response curve at 
rates of fertilization slightly less than economic optimum. 
The existence of this trend was confirmed by a linear 
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Table 5» Mean (over 12 site-years) predicted economic 
optimumrates of fertilization at various 
fertilizer-to-corn price ratios 
Mean predicted economic optimum rates 
Linear Quadratic 
Price plus plus Square 
ratio plateau plateau Quadratic Exponential root 
kg ha~^ 
2 128 190 233 296 490 
4 128 182 221 237 347 
6 128 174 208 203 261 
8 128 165 196 179 205 
10 128 157 184 160 163 
Figure 2. Deviations from regressions (observed yields minus 
predicted yields) observed when all models were fit 
to individual site-years. Each point represents a 
treatment mean for a site-year 
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correlation analysis, which revealed a significant (r = 
-0.40, P < 0.01 ) slope for the points between -175 and +10 
kg N ha~^ in Fig. 3c. This trend is very important because 
the economic optimum rate of fertilization is calculated by 
using the slope of the response curve. These observations 
indicate that the quadratic model had a tendency to indicate 
economic optimum rates of fertilization that were too high. 
Although the trend is more difficult to quantify, it 
seems that the linear-plus-plateau model has a tendency to 
overestimate yields in the portion of the response curve 
close to where economic optimum rates of fertilization are 
indicated (i.e., on the vertical line in the center of the 
figure). This tendency is evidenced by a mean value of 
-0.240 Mg ha~^ for the 22 points between ±25 kg ha~^ in Fig. 
3a. This overestimation is consistent with the nature of 
this model, which has an abrupt discontinuity at the point 
identified as economic optimum. Such abrupt discontinuities 
are difficult to accept from a biological point of view. The 
overestimation of yields at this discontinuity, of course, 
results in identification of economic optimum rates of 
fertilization that are too low. 
It can be concluded from Figs. 2 and 3 that the 
quadratic-plus-plateau model best describes the yield 
responses observed in this study. Figure 2 and the 
accompanying discussion indicate that the square root. 
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quadratic, and exponential models do not fit the data as well 
as the quadratic-plus-plateau and the linear-plus-plateau 
models. Figure 3 and the accompanying discussion indicate 
that the linear-plus-plateau and the quadratic models do not 
fit the data as well as the quadratic-plus-plateau model. 
These figures illustrate the importance of having many rates 
of fertilizer at many site-years when trying to select the 
most appropriate model to identify economic optimum rates of 
fertilization. The importance of having many rates also 
applies when evaluating the cost effectiveness of treatments 
that conserve fertilizer N (Blackmer, 1986). 
Table 6 shows the mean losses of income resulting from 
incorrect decisions concerning fertilization rates for all 
possible combinations of incorrect decisions involving the 
models studied. All losses shown in the upper-right half of 
Table 6 occur because less-than-optimal yields were attained. 
For example, $47 ha~^ would be lost because of low yields if 
the quadratic-plus-plateau model were correct but the linear-
plus-plateau model was used to identify optimum rates of 
fertilization. All losses in the lower-left half of the 
table occur because fertilizer was added without attaining an 
increase in yield. The large mean loss calculated when the 
quadratic model is assumed to be correct and the square root 
model is used to identify economic optimum rates of 
fertilization is, of course, absurd. It occurred because the 
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square root model usually predicts higher optimal rates than 
does the quadratic and because the quadratic model predicts 
rapid decreases in yields when fertilizer is applied at 
higher-than-optimal rates. 
The information presented in Table 6 is important 
because it challenges the common notion among growers that it 
is more profitable to apply too much fertilizer rather than 
too little fertilizer. Growers influenced by this notion 
would select the quadratic model over the quadratic plus-
plateau model amid uncertainty concerning which model is 
correct. The analyses in Table 6 indicate this decision 
would be unwise for economic as well as for environmental 
reasons. If it were assumed that the response data analyzed 
are representative of responses of corn to N in Iowa and that 
the quadratic-plus-plateau model accurately describes this 
response, then it would be concluded from Table 6 that 
farmers are losing $16 ha~^ if they are applying fertilizer 
in accordance with the quadratic model (at the price ratios 
used in this table). The extra 41 kg N ha~^ of fertilizer 
would result in the consumption of the equivalent of 84 
liters ha~^ of diesel fuel (Lucas et al., 1977) used during 
the manufacture and transport of the fertilizer. If it were 
assumed that the mean annual percolation of water through 
soils used for corn production in Iowa is 10 cm (Stewart et 
al., 1975) and that all the extra N is leached with this 
Table 6. Mean (over 12 site-years) economic losses of income resulting from 
incorrect selection of response model 
Mean economic losses^ 
Model used 
to identify 
optimum rate 
If linear If quadratic If If If square 
plus plateau plus plateau quadratic exponential root 
is correct is correct is correct is correct is correct 
$ ha~^ 
Linear plus plateau 0 47 92 59 105 
Quadratic plus plateau 19 0 19 14 56 
Quadratic 32 16 0 7 42 
Exponential 43 25 33 0 11 
Square root 86 68 664 35 0 
^Calculations are based on a fertilizer-to-corn price ratio of 3.36. 
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water, then the extra fertilizer would result in a mean 
increase of 41 mg N kg""^ in the water percolating from the 
corn fields. The environmental importance of this extra N on 
groundwater quality can be evaluated by comparison with the 
current public health limit of 10 mg N kg""^ for nitrate in 
drinking water. These observations illustrate the potential 
economic and environmental importance of selecting the best 
response model when making fertilizer N recommendations for 
major crops like corn, which covers 5 X 10^ ha in Iowa alone. 
With regard to the assumption that the response data 
analyzed are representative of responses of corn to N in 
Iowa, it is relevant that the mean economic optimum rate of 
fertilization predicted by the quadratic model for the site-
years included in this study (i.e., 225 kg N ha"^) 
corresponds almost exactly with the 226 kg N ha~^ that would 
be recommended by using Iowa State University guidelines 
(Voss, 1982) to achieve the optimum yields observed in this 
study (as indicated by the quadratic model). This is 
relevant because corn responses to N usually have been 
described by using the quadratic model. 
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SUMMARY 
Decisions concerning optimum rates of fertilization 
directly or indirectly involve fitting some type of model to 
yield data collected when several rates of fertilizer are 
applied. Although several different models are commonly used 
to describe crop yield response to fertilizers, it Is seldom 
explained why one model is selected over others. The 
objective of the work reported here was to compare and 
evaluate several models (linear-plus-plateau, quadratic-plus-
plateau, quadratic, exponential, and square root) commonly 
used for describing the response of corn (Zea mays L. ) to N 
fertilizer. The evaluation involved 12 site-years of data, 
each having 10 rates of N applied preplanting. All models 
fit the data equally well when evaluated by using the r^ 
statistic. All models indicated similar maximum yields, but 
there were marked discrepancies among models when predicting 
economic optimum rates of fertilization. Mean (across all 
site-years) economic optimum rates of fertilization as 
indicated by the various models ranged from 128 to 379 kg N 
ha""^ at a common fertlllzer-to-corn price ratio. Statistical 
analyses indicated that the most commonly used model, the 
quadratic model, did not give a valid description of the 
yield responses and tended to indicate optimal rates of 
fertilization that were too high. The quadratic-plus-plateau 
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model best described the yields responses observed in this 
study. The results clearly show that, especially amid 
increasing concerns about the economic and environmental 
effects of overfertilization, the reason for selecting one 
model over others deserves more attention than it has 
received in the past. 
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PART II. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN GRAIN N CONCENTRATIONS AND 
THE N STATUS OF CORN 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tissue analysis is widely used to determine the nutrient 
status of plants. Macy (1936) laid the foundation for modern 
tissue analysis by recognizing that the concentration of a 
nutrient in plant tissue is a function of the sufficiency of 
that nutrient. He indicated that a nutrient is sufficient 
when addition of more of that nutrient does not increase 
plant growth. He suggested that there was a critical percentage 
(or critical concentration) of each nutrient in each kind of 
plant, above which there is luxury consumption and below which 
there is poverty adjustment until a minimum percentage (or minimum 
concentration) is reached as illustrated in Fig. 1. Luxury 
consumption occurs when addition of nutrient results in an 
increase in the concentration of that nutrient without an 
increase in yield. Poverty adjustment occurs when addition 
of nutrient results in an increase in nutrient concentration 
and an increase in yield. Below the minimum percentage, 
addition of nutrient results in an increase in yield without 
an increase in nutrient concentration. 
Grain analysis frequently is used to determine the 
nitrogen (N) status of corn (Zea mays L.). The extent to which 
this analysis has been used is illustrated by my observation 
that 24 of 32 papers describing corn yield responses to 
fertilizer N published in the Agronomy Journal during the 
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Figure 1. Illustration of Macy's concepts 
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past ten years used N concentration in grain to assess the N 
status of corn. Pierre et al. (1977b) reported good 
relationships between N percentages in grain and relative 
yields (observed yields expressed as percentages of the 
highest yields that could be obtained by adding N fertilizer 
under the conditions studied). Their report suggests that N 
concentration in grain follows Macy's theory because relative 
yield is an indicator of N sufficiency. Pierre et al. 
(1977a) proposed a procedure that utilizes this relationship 
to determine amounts of N fertilizer needed to attain maximum 
or economic optimum yields of corn. 
Although N concentrations in grain frequently are used 
to assess the N status of corn, little attention has been 
given to evaluating the sensitivity of this method. Better 
information concerning the value of this tissue analysis is 
needed to address current concerns related to the effects of 
N fertilization on environmental quality and on the 
profitability of corn production. Information concerning the 
ability of this analysis to detect differences at high rates 
of N fertilization is especially needed because there is 
mounting evidence (El-Hout and Blackmer, 1989) that some 
farmers are applying much more fertilizer N than needed to 
attain maximum yields. The objective of this study was to 
assess the reliability of the relationship between N 
concentration in grain and the N status of corn. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Field plots were established at four locations in 1985 
and at two locations in 1986 as indicated in Table 1. All 
plots were established in nonirrigated fields under 
production agriculture and, except for N application and 
grain harvest, were managed in accordance with the fanners' 
normal practices. All sites had been planted to corn the 
year before the plots were established. Nitrogen treatments 
were ammonium sulfate broadcast and incorporated into the 
soil at ten rates (0, 28, 56, 84, 112, 140, 168, 224, 280, 
and 336 kg N ha"^) shortly before planting. After the plots 
were established, the annual N treatments applied to each 
plot were not changed. 
The plots were 12.2 by 4.6 m (six 76-cm rows) or 12.2 by 
3.9 m (four 97-cm rows) and were arranged in a randomized 
complete-block design with three replications. The corn 
hybrid Pioneer 3475 was planted at all site-years except at 
site 2 (Pioneer 3377) and at site 1 in 1987 (Garst 8344). 
Plant density ranged from 50,000 to 70,000 plants ha~^. 
Grain yields were measured by hand-harvesting 7.5-m segments 
of the two center rows from each plot. The corn was shelled 
in the field, and yields were adjusted to 15.5% moisture 
content. 
Grain subsamples were dried at 60"C and ground for 
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Table 1. Information describing the experimental sites 
Soil 
Site Location Series Subgroup Years studied 
1 Marengo Nevin Aquic Argiudoll 1985,1986, 1987 
2 Kalona Bremer Typic Haplaquoll 1985,1986, 1987 
3 Ames 1 Nicollet Aquic Hapludoll 1985,1986, 1987 
4 Ames 2 Canisteo Typic Haplaquoll 1985,1986, 1987 
5 Ida Grove Marshall Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
6 Holstein Gal va Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
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analysis by using a flour mill (Magic Mill III+, Division of 
SSI, Salt Lake city, Utah). The permanganate-reduced iron 
modification of the Kjeldahl procedure (Bremner and Mulvaney, 
1982) was used to determine the total N concentration of 
subsamples that had been dried for at least 48 h at 60°C. 
All statistical analyses were performed by using the 
NLIN (Ihnen and Goodnight, 1985) or GLM (Spector et al., 
1985) procedure. Six models (linear, linear-plus-plateau, 
quadratic-plus-plateau, quadratic, exponential, and square 
root) were fit to data for all relationships discussed in 
this report. Only models having the highest r^ values are 
presented. Relative yields are defined as observed yields 
expressed as percentages of the plateau yield within a site-
year. The plateau yield for each site-year was obtained by 
using a quadratic-plus-plateau model to describe the 
relationship between grain yields and N fertilization rates 
as described by Cerrato and Blackmer (1989). Economic 
optimum rates of fertilization were calculated by equating 
the first derivative of the response equation to a 
fertilizer-to-corn price ratio of 3.36 as described by 
Cerrato and Blackmer (1989). When a linear-plus-plateau 
model was used, the intersection of the two lines was used to 
determine the critical value of the independent variable on 
the X axis (Waugh et al., 1973; Ihnen and Goodnight, 1985). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Data collected in 1985 are not reported in this study 
because statistically significant responses to N treatments 
were not observed. The lack of response probably was caused 
by carry-over of N from 1984. Weather conditions were 
favorable for high yields in 1986 and 1987, with rainfall 
slightly above average during the growing season in 1986 and 
near average in 1987. 
Figure 2 shows observed relationships between corn grain 
yields and rates of N application. A statistically 
significant (P < 0.01) yield response was observed at all 
site-years except site 2 in 1987. The responses observed are 
representative of those usually observed in Iowa. 
Statistical analyses of these data indicate that sufficient 
fertilizer N was applied to attain plateau yields at all 
site-years (Cerrato and Blackmer, 1989). 
Figure 3 shows observed relationships between N 
concentrations in grain and rates of N application. As has 
been observed in other studies (Asghari and Hanson, 1984; 
Hills et al., 1983; Meisinger et al., 1985; Pierre et al., 
1977a; Rhoads and Stanley, 1984; Touchton et al., 1979a,b; 
Touchton and Hargrove, 1982), N concentrations in grain 
tended to increase with increases in rates of N application. 
There was a tendency for N concentrations in grain to reach a 
Figure 2. Relationships between corn grain yields and rates 
of N application 
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plateau at high rates of N fertilization at some, but not 
all, site-years. 
Figure 4 shows pooled relationships between relative 
yields (observed yields expressed as percentages of plateau 
yields) and N concentrations in grain for all sites in 1986 
(Fig. 4a), all sites in 1987 (Fig. 4b), and all site-years 
(Fig. 4c). The data show that N concentrations in grain 
tended to increase as relative yields increased. However, a 
C-shaped relationship was observed between relative yields 
and N concentrations in grain for the 1986 data. C-shaped 
relationships also were evident when each site was plotted 
individually (data not shown). Similar C-shaped 
relationships have been reported previously and have been 
associated with extreme nutrient deficiencies and (or) 
inappropriate selection of the tissue to be analyzed (Bates, 
1971; Steenbjerg, 1951). Such C-shaped relationships 
decrease the value of tissue analysis because a given N 
concentration in grain may indicate either an extremely 
deficient or an adequate supply of N. 
C-shaped relationships are not discernible in 1987, 
whether sites are considered individually (data not shown) or 
whether data from all sites are pooled (Fig. 4b). The C-
shaped relationships observed in 1986 may have been caused by 
more rainfall, greater losses of fertilizer N, and more 
severe N deficiencies at lower rates of fertilization. 
' .• 
Figure 4. Pooled relationships between relative yields and N 
concentrations in grain for all sites in 1986 (a), 
all sites in 1987 (b), and all site-years (c) 
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Comparisons of r^ values indicate that the relationship 
presented in Fig. 4c is better described by a linear-plus-
plateau model than by a linear, quadratic, quadratic-plus-
plateau, exponential, or square root model. The model shown 
is statistically significant (p < 0.01) and establishes a 
critical N concentration in grain that seems reasonable. 
However, this model explains only 44% of the observed 
variability in relative yields. These observations indicate 
that N concentration in grain is not a sensitive indicator of 
N sufficiency in corn under the conditions studied. The lack 
of sensitivity of this indicator becomes more obvious when 
only data having the greatest practical importance (i.e., 
data near the critical N concentration) are considered. For 
example, only 20% (P < 0.01) of the observed variability in 
relative yields is explained by a model that considers only 
data points between ±10% of the critical N concentration. 
Only 6% (P < 0.4) is explained by a model that considers only 
data points between ±5% of the critical N concentration. 
Studies involving multiple analyses of a single tissue 
sample over one. year showed a mean coefficient of variation 
of 1.2% within sets of 40 replications analyzed at a single 
time and a coefficient of variation of 0.8% among means of 
sets analyzed at different weeks. These observations 
indicate that analytical precision in determination of total 
N was not a factor contributing to the poor relationship 
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shown in Fig 4c. 
Figure 5 shows observed relationships between N 
concentrations in grain and decrements from plateau yields. 
The data are plotted as suggested by Macy (1936). 
Statistical analyses indicate that the data presented in 
Figures 5a through 5f and Figures 5j and 51 are best 
described by linear-plus-plateau models, whereas data 
presented in Fig. 5k are best described by a linear model. 
Statistically significant regression models could not be fit 
to data presented in Figures 5g through 5i. Confidence bands 
(95% level) for individual predictions are shown for all 
models to provide figures comparable to those given by Macy 
(1936). Statistical analyses indicated that there was no 
justification for separating zones of luxury consumption from 
zones of poverty adjustment. That is, r^ values for models 
were not improved by adding lines to represent zones of 
luxury consumption. Therefore, there is no basis for 
establishing N critical concentrations in grain as defined by 
Macy (1936). These observations suggest that the critical N 
concentration in grain established in Fig. 4c is of 
questionable value even though it seems reasonable. Because 
luxury consumption does not occur, situations in which 
available N greatly exceeds plant needs cannot be 
distinguished from situations in which N availability is near 
optimal. 
Figure 5. Relationships Between N concentration in grain and 
decrements from plateau yields 
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In situations where luxury consumption does not occur 
but poverty adjustment does, relationships between amounts of 
fertilizer applied and N concentrations in grain will show an 
inflection point analogous to critical levels as defined by 
Macy (1936). To relate N concentrations to sufficiency 
levels, rates of fertilization can be expressed relative to 
economic optimum rates of fertilization as shown in Fig. 6. 
In this figure, the data points for each site-year are 
positioned relative to economic optimum rates of 
fertilization, which are located in the center of the figure. 
The critical N concentration shown is analogous to Macy's 
critical concentration because the economic optimum rate of 
fertilization denotes a specific N status (or percentage 
sufficiency), therefore, N concentrations in grain are 
expressed as a function of N sufficiency. 
The relationship shown in Fig. 6a is more useful than 
that shown in Fig. 4c, with the overall model explaining 58% 
of the variability in N concentration in grain. A highly 
significant (P < 0.01) relationship was observed for points 
between ±100 kg N ha~^ from economic optimum, but only 19% of 
the observed variability was explained. The points between 
±50 kg N ha~^ from economic optimum were best described by a 
linear model, but this model was not statistically 
significant and explained only 1% of the observed 
variability. These observations provide further support for 
Figure 6. Relationships between N concentration in grain and 
rates of N fertilization adjusted relative to 
economic optimum rates of fertilization 
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the conclusion that, especially where the availability of N 
is near or above optimal, concentrations of N in grain do not 
provide a reliable indicator of the N status of corn. 
When comparing my results with the results of others, it 
is important to recognize that the r^ value for the overall 
relationship between N concentrations in grain and rates of N 
fertilization would have been greater if I had used 4 rather 
than 10 N treatments (compare Figs. 6a and 6b). Because 
greater predictability should not be expected with fewer N 
treatments, I conclude that use of too few N treatments can 
result in a false sense of confidence concerning the ability 
of N concentration to Indicate N status in corn. This 
conclusion is supported by the finding that, within the range 
of practical importance, r^ values are similar in Figs. 6a 
and 6b. Use of too few N treatments also changed the shape 
of the best-fitting model and created an illusion that N 
concentrations in grain continued to increase above economic 
optimum rates of fertilization. 
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SUMMARY 
Grain analysis frequently is used to determine the 
nitrogen (N) status of corn (Zea mays L.)» The objective of 
this study was to assess the reliability of N concentration 
in grain as an indicator of the N status of corn. The study 
involved 12 site-years of data, each having 10 rates of N 
applied preplanting. N concentrations in grain tended to 
increase with increases in rates of N application. N 
concentrations also tended to increase with increases in 
relative yields, but the relationships often were C-shaped, 
and there was no basis for establishing critical N 
concentrations. The relationships between concentrations of 
N in grain and adjusted rates of N fertilization (i.e., rates 
of fertilization adjusted relative to economic optimum) were 
statistically significant, but they had low predictability. 
For example, only 19% of the variability in N concentrations 
in grain could be explained by a model that considered only 
data between ±100 kg N ha~^ from economic optimum. Only 1% 
of the variability could be explained by a model that 
considered only data between ±50 kg N ha""^. These 
observations indicate that, especially where the availability 
of N is near or above optimal, concentrations of N in grain 
do not provide a reliable indicator of the N status of corn. 
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PART III. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LEAF N CONCENTRATIONS AND 
THE N STATUS OF CORN 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tissue analysis frequently is used to determine the 
nutrient status of plants. Macy (1936) laid the foundation 
for current ideas concerning tissue analysis by recognizing 
that the concentration of a nutrient in plant tissue is a 
function of the sufficiency of that nutrient. He indicated 
that a nutrient is sufficient when addition of that nutrient 
does not increase plant growth. He suggested that there was 
a critical percentage (or critical concentration) of each 
nutrient in each kind of plant, above which there is luxury 
consumption and below which there is poverty adjustment until a 
minimum percentage (or minimum concentration) is reached as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Luxury consumption occurs when 
addition of the nutrient results in an increase in the 
concentration of that nutrient without an increase in yield. 
Poverty adjustment occurs when addition of the nutrient 
results in an increase in nutrient concentration and an 
increase in yield. Below the minimum percentage, addition of 
the nutrient results in an increase in yield without an 
increase in nutrient concentration. 
The leaf opposite and below the primary ear at silking 
frequently is used to determine the nitrogen (N) status of 
corn (Zea mays L. ) . Tyner (1946) and Tyner and Webb (1946) 
selected this tissue for several reasons. These include that 
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(i) the position of the leaf and the physiological stage are 
easily recognized, (ii) leaves are the site of active 
synthesis, (iii) this is a period when nutrient demands are 
high, and (iv) dilution of nutrients is minimal at this 
stage because the weight of vegetative plant parts is at or 
near maximum. 
Although leaf N concentrations frequently are used to 
assess the N status of corn, little attention has been given 
to evaluating the sensitivity of this method. Better 
information regarding the sensitivity of this tissue analysis 
is needed to address current concerns related to the effects 
of N fertilization on environmental quality and on the 
profitability of corn production. Information concerning the 
ability of leaf analysis to distinguish between optimal and 
excessive rates of N fertilization is especially needed 
because there is mounting evidence (El-Hout and Blackmer, 
1989) that some farmers are applying much more fertilizer N 
than is economically optimal. This study was conducted to 
evaluate the sensitivity of leaf N concentration as an 
indicator of the N status of corn. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Field plots were established at four locations in 1985 
and at two locations in 1986 as indicated in Table 1. All 
plots were established in nonirrigated fields under 
production agriculture and, except for N application and 
grain harvest, were managed in accordance with the farmers' 
normal practices. All sites had been planted to corn the 
year before the plots were established. Nitrogen treatments 
were ammonium sulfate broadcast and incorporated into the 
soil at ten rates (0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250, 
and 300 lb N/acre) shortly before planting. After the plots 
I 
were established, the annual N treatments applied to each 
plot were not changed. The plots were 40 by 15 ft (six 30-in 
rows) or 40 by 12.7 ft (four 38-in rows) and were arranged in 
a randomized complete-block design with three replications. 
The corn hybrid Pioneer 3475 was planted at all site-years 
except at site 2 (Pioneer 3377) and at site 1 in 1987 (Garst 
8344). Plant density ranged from 20,250 to 28,350 
plants/acre. Grain yield was measured by hand-harvesting 25-
ft segments of the center two rows from each plot. The corn 
was shelled in the field and yields were adjusted to 15.5% 
moisture content. 
Leaf samples (leaf blades opposite and below the primary 
ear) were randomly collected from the center two rows of all 
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Table 1. Information describing the experimental sites 
Soil 
Site Location Series Subgroup Years studied 
1 Marengo Nevin Aguic Argiudoll 1985,1986, 1987 
2 Kalona Bremer Typic Haplaquoll 1985,1986, 1987 
3 Ames 1 Nicollet Aguic Hapludoll 1985,1986, 1987 
4 Ames 2 Canisteo Typic Haplaquoll 1985,1986, 1987 
5 Ida Grove Marshall Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
6 Holstein Galva Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
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plots when about 75% of the silks had emerged on the plots 
treated with 150 lb N/acre. Leaf samples were dried at 
140"F, ground in a Wiley mill to pass a 0.04-in screen, and 
then ground in a Cyclone mill (Udy model SF, Fort Collins, 
CO) to pass a 0.02-in screen. The permanganate-reduced iron 
modification of the Kjeldahl procedure (Bremner and Mulvaney, 
1982) was used to determine the total N concentration of 
samples that had been dried for at least 48 hr at 140"F. 
All statistical analyses were performed by using the 
NLIN (Ihnen and Goodnight, 1985) or GLM (Spector et al., 
1985) procedure. Six models (linear, linear-plus-plateau, 
quadratic-plus-plateau, quadratic, exponential, and square 
root) were fit to data for all relationships discussed in 
this report. Only models having the highest r^ values are 
presented. 
Relative yields are defined here as observed yields 
expressed as percentages of the plateau yield within a site-
year. The plateau yield for each site-year was obtained by 
using a quadratic-plus-plateau model to describe the 
relationship between grain yields and N fertilization rates 
as described by Cerrato and Blackmer (1989). Economic 
optimum rates of fertilization were calculated by equating 
the first derivative of the response equation to a 
fertilizer-to-corn price ratio of 0.06 as described by 
Cerrato and Blackmer (1989). This fertilizer-to-corn price 
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ratio is consistent with values of $ 2.50/bu for corn and $ 
0.15/lb for fertilizer N. When a linear-plus-plateau model 
was used, the intersection of the two lines was used to 
determine the critical value of the variable on the x axis 
(Waugh et al., 1973; Ihnen and Goodnight, 1985). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Data collected in 1985 are not reported here because no 
Btatistioally significant responses to N treatments were 
observed. This lack of response probably was caused by 
carry-over of N from 1984. Weather conditions were favorable 
for high yields in 1986 and 1987, with rainfall slightly 
above average during the growing season in 1986 and near 
average in 1987. 
The yield responses to N fertilizer observed in 1986 and 
1987 are representative of those found during corn production 
in Iowa (Fig. 2). Statistically significant (p < 0.01) yield 
responses were observed at all site-years except site 2 in 
1987. Detailed statistical analyses of yield responses at 
these site-years (Cerrato and Blackmer, 1989) indicated that 
the quadratic-plus-plateau model (shown in Fig. 2) described 
the yield responses better than did several other commonly 
used models. These analyses also indicated that sufficient 
fertilizer N had been applied to attain plateau yields at all 
site-years. 
Figure 3 shows observed relationships between leaf N 
concentrations and rates of N application. At the lower 
rates of fertilization, leaf N concentrations tended to 
increase with increases in rates of N application. Such a 
trend has been observed in many studies (Asghari and Hanson, 
Figure 2. Relationships between corn grain yields and rates 
of N application 
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1984; Baird et al., 1962; Bennett et al., 1953; Chancy and 
Kamprath, 1982; Gascho et al., 1984; Touchton et al., 
1979a,b; Tyner, 1946; Tyner and Webb, 1946; Viets et al., 
1954; Woodruff et al., 1984). The relationships shown in 
this figure are difficult to interpret because amounts of 
fertilizer required to attain maximum yields varied among 
sites (Fig. 2). The large variability in leaf N 
concentrations observed at site 1 in 1987 probably was caused 
by a disease (i.e., PhyllostLcta maydis) that affected some 
plots much more than others. 
Leaf N concentrations tended to increase linearly with 
increases in grain yields (Fig. 4) at all site-years except 
at site 2 in 1987, where yields were not increased by 
addition of N. The linear relationships in this figure 
support the notion that low concentrations of N in leaf 
tissue are indicative of N deficiencies. However, these 
relationships also indicate that optimal and above-optimal 
rates of N application resulted in similar leaf N 
concentrations. As indicated in Fig. 2, some N treatments 
used in this study supplied substantially more N than was 
needed for plant growth. 
The inability of leaf N concentrations to distinguish 
between optimal and above optimal rates of N application is 
more clearly illustrated in Fig. 5, which is constructed as 
described by Macy (1936). Statistical analyses (r^ values) 
Figure 4. Relationships between grain yields and leaf N 
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indicated that there was no basis for separating zones of 
luxury consumption from zones of poverty adjustment and, 
therefore, no inflection points could be identified for 
definition of critical N concentrations. The data presented 
in Figs. 5a through Sf and 5k are best described by linear-
plus-plateau models whereas data presented in Figs 5i, 5j, 
and 51 are best described by a linear model. Statistically 
significant regression models could not be fit to data 
presented in Figs 5g and 5h. Confidence bands (95% level) 
for individual predictions are shown for all models to 
provide figures comparable to those given by Macy (1936). 
Figure 6 shows relationships between relative yields 
(observed yields expressed as percentages of plateau yields) 
and leaf N concentrations for data pooled from all site-
years. It is necessary that the data from individual site-
years be transformed to relative yields before they are 
pooled because relative yields provide an index of N 
sufficiency, whereas absolute yields do not. Analysis of 
pooled data is of special interest because practical use of 
tissue analysis depends on relationships that do not vary 
greatly across sites and because relationships between leaf N 
concentration and N sufficiency may be influenced by factors 
other than N availability (i.e., temperature, moisture, plant 
diseases, availability of other nutrients, hybrid, etc.) when 
numerous sites are considered. That is, the existence of 
Figure 6. Relationships between relative yields and leaf N 
concentrations when all plots are considered (a), 
when only plots having 0, 100, 200, and 300 lb 
N/acre are considered (b), and when only treatments 
means of these rates are considered (c) 
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good relationships within individual sites does not 
necessarily mean that useful relationships can be established 
across numerous sites. 
The relationship shown in Fig. 6a confirms that low 
concentrations of N tended to occur in the leaves of N-
deficient plants. Because the best-fitting model has a 
plateau, the data presented also suggest that luxury 
consumption of N did occur and that the critical 
concentration of N was 2.1%. The finding that luxury 
consumption of N could be detected when analyzing pooled data 
even though it was not evident when analyzing data from 
individual site-years suggests that analysis of pooled data 
gives more statistical power to detect the inflection point. 
However, this increased statistical power has little 
practical value because r^ values for the model suggest that 
leaf N concentrations failed to explain a high percentage of 
the observed variability in relative yields. This problem is 
especially acute when only near-optimal concentrations are 
considered. For example, there was no statistically 
significant relationship between relative yields and leaf N 
concentrations within 10% of the critical concentration. 
This observation suggests that leaf analysis may not be an 
accurate indicator of N status within the range needed by 
corn producers today. The presence of a statistically 
significant trend does not necessarily indicate the presence 
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of a relationship that has practical value. 
Analytical precision in the determination of total N was 
not a significant factor contributing to the poor 
relationships shown in Fig. 6 because studies involving 
multiple analyses of a single tissue sample over a period of 
one year showed a mean coefficient of variation of 1.2% 
within sets of 40 replications analyzed at a single time and 
a coefficient of variation of 0.8% among means of sets 
analyzed at different weeks. The analytical methods used in 
this laboratory have ample precision to determine N status of 
corn when a different tissue is analyzed (Binford et al., 
1989) . 
When comparing the quality of my relationships to those 
published elsewhere, it is important to recognize that I used 
more N treatments than are usually used in similar studies 
and that leaf N concentrations would have seemed a better 
indicator if I had used fewer rates of N. For example, I 
would have observed better r^ values if I had used only four 
N treatments (see Fig. 6b). Furthermore, I could have 
reported even better r^ values if I had considered only 
treatment means from each site (see Fig. 6c). Because 
greater predictability should not be expected from models 
based on fewer data, I conclude that the information 
presented in Fig. 6 illustrates that use of too few N 
treatments can result in a false sense of confidence 
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concerning the ability of leaf N concentrations to indicate 
the N status of corn. 
The critical concentration of leaf N (2.1%) shown in 
Fig. 6a is less than critical concentrations often reported 
by other workers. For example, Bennett et al. (1953) 
reported a critical concentration of 2.8%, Hanson et al. 
(1987) reported that 3.2 and 3.5% corresponded to 90 and 100% 
of relative yields, Tyner (1946) and Gallo et al. (1968) 
reported a value of 2.9%, and Melsted et al. (1969) reported 
a value of 3.0%. Although there are many possible 
explanations for these differences, I found that a critical 
concentration of 2.7% is obtained if a quadratic model, the 
most commonly used model, is fit to the data in Fig. 6a and 
this model is solved for the leaf N concentration 
corresponding to maximum yield. This critical concentration 
obviously is too high for the observations made in this study 
because a value of 2.7% was not attained at several site-
years at which N was applied in excess of the amounts needed 
to attain maximum yield. A similar problem resulting from 
use of the quadratic model has been reported by Cerrato and 
Blackmer (1989), who demonstrated that the quadratic model 
has a tendency to overestimate near-maximum yields and 
corresponding economic optimum rates of fertilization. Amid 
mounting concerns about the environmental effects of N 
fertilizers, it should be recognized that use of critical N 
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concentrations that were determined by use of the quadratic 
model or by use of other inappropriate methods may encourage 
unnecessary applications of fertilizer N. 
Figure 7 shows relationships between leaf N 
concentrations and adjusted rates of N fertilization (i.e., 
rate of fertilizer applied minus economic optimum rate of 
fertilization within site-year) for the pooled data. Rates 
of fertilization are expressed relative to economic optimum 
rates of fertilization to adjust for differences in 
fertilizer requirements among sites. Because economic 
optimum rates of fertilization occur near a fixed percentage 
sufficiency, this figure approximates the relationship 
between N concentrations in tissue and N sufficiency. This 
relationship is valuable because it permits evaluation of the 
sensitivity of leaf analysis for identifying deficient or 
excessive rates of fertilization. The results suggest that 
there is no relationship between leaf N concentrations and 
rates of N application within 50 lb/acre of the optimal rate. 
The relationship is statistically significant for rates of 
application within 100 lb N/acre of optimal rates, but only 
16% of the variability in leaf N concentrations is explained. 
Because optimal rates of N fertilization averaged 164 lb 
N/acre at the sites studied (Cerrato and Blackmer, 1989), it 
is clear that this test lacked the sensitivity needed to 
improve fertilization practices in this study. 
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Overall, the results of this study suggest a need to 
question the utility of leaf analysis for situations usually 
found during modern corn production. Although the ability of 
leaf analysis to detect severe deficiencies of N is 
unquestionable, current management practices require tests 
that can determine N status in the near-optimal to excessive 
range. Use of this tissue, which can detect deficiencies but 
not excesses of N, should be expected to promote applications 
of more fertilizer than is optimal for corn production. 
There is little justification for continued use of this test 
because an alternative test has been developed for situations 
in which the N status of corn is in the near-optimal to 
excessive range (Binford et al., 1989). 
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SUMMARY 
The nitrogen (N) status of corn (Zea mays L. ) often is 
evaluated by analyzing the leaf opposite and below the primary 
ear at silking. The objective of this study was to assess the 
reliability of leaf N concentration as an indicator of the N 
status of corn. The study involved 12 site-years of data, 
each having 10 rates of N applied preplanting. Leaf N 
concentrations tended to increase with increases in rates of N 
application and with increases in grain yields. Because 
optimal and above-optimal rates of N application resulted in 
similar leaf N concentrations, there was little basis for 
defining a critical concentration of N (i.e., a concentration 
of N indicative of adequate but not excessive N availability). 
The relationships between leaf N concentrations and adjusted 
rates of N fertilization (i.e., rates of fertilization 
adjusted relative to economic optimum) were statistically 
significant, but they had low predictability. For example, 
only 16% of the variability in leaf N concentrations could be 
explained by a model that considered only data between ±100 lb 
N/acre from economic optimum. Overall, the results indicate 
that leaf N concentrations do not provide a sensitive 
indicator of the N status of corn and that use of leaf N 
concentrations for that purpose probably promotes application 
of more fertilizer N than required to attain maximum yields. 
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PART IV. EFFECTS OF NITRAPYRIN ON CORN YIELDS AND RECOVERY 
OF AMMONIUM SULFATE AT 18 SITE-YEARS IN IOWA 
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INTRODUCTION 
Nitrapyrin r2-chloro-6-(trichloromethyl) pyridine] is a 
nitrification inhibitor often applied with nitrogen (N) 
fertilizers to improve the efficiency of N fertilization. 
This compound acts by delaying the transformation of ammonium 
or ammonium-yielding fertilizers to nitrate and thereby 
reducing the possibility of N losses by denitrification and 
leaching. The potential benefits of using nitrification 
inhibitors have been reviewed frequently (Goring, 1962; 
Hauck, 1983; Hoeft, 1984; Huber et al., 1977; Keeney, 1980; 
Meisinger et al., 1980; Parr, 1973). These benefits include 
increasing the profitability of crop production and 
decreasing the amounts of fertilizer N that escape from 
agricultural soils to surface and ground water supplies. 
Although it has been clearly established that nitrapyrin 
is a potent inhibitor of nitrification in soils, it has been 
difficult to demonstrate that the benefits of this inhibitor 
justify its cost when used with spring-applied fertilizer for 
corn (Zea mays L. ) production in the western portion of the 
Corn Belt. Hergert and Wiese (1980) reviewed studies from 
this region and concluded that there was rather limited corn 
yield response to nitrification inhibitors. Hoeft (1984) 
reported an average yield decrease of 1% for spring-applied 
nitrification inhibitors in 14 studies conducted at the 
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University of Illinois. Hanson et al. (1987) reported data 
showing that nitrapyrin applied with anhydrous ammonia had no 
significant effect on grain yields during a four-year study 
in northeastern Missouri. Blackmer and Sanchez (1988) 
reported studies from Iowa showing that nitrapyrin applied 
with anhydrous ammonia had a significant effect on grain 
yields at only 2 of 12 rate-site-years and that this effect 
was to decrease yields. 
Lack of favorable responses to nitrapyrin are difficult 
to interpret because they may be caused by the 
ineffectiveness of nitrapyrin or by the inability of the 
experiment to detect benefits that occurred. Blackmer (1986) 
presented evidence that most evaluations of nitrapyrin 
probably lacked adequate experimental sensitivity to detect 
effects that should be expected if this inhibitor were highly 
effective in preventing losses of N. Excesses of available N 
in the soil can obscure the benefits of nitrapyrin. Amid 
mounting concerns about the economic and environmental costs 
of N that escapes from agricultural soils, it is important 
that this inhibitor be evaluated in studies having the 
ability to distinguish between lack of experimental 
sensitivity and lack of effect. 
Here I report the effects of nitrapyrin on corn yields 
and recovery of broadcast ammonium sulfate. I reasoned that 
significant benefits from nitrapyrin were likely with 
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broadcast fertilizers because studies conducted outside the 
western portion of the Corn Belt (Frye et al., 1981; Huber et 
al., 1977; Owens, 1981,1987) have shown substantial benefits 
from nitrapyrin applied with broadcast fertilizers. It 
seemed likely that greater benefits of nitrapyrin may be 
observed with broadcast than with banded fertilizers because 
high concentrations of fertilizer in bands often have 
inhibitory effects on nitrification. Also, broadcast 
fertilizers can be applied to experimental plots more 
accurately than can anhydrous ammonia and, therefore, enable 
use of experimental designs having adequate sensitivity to 
detect the probable benefits of nitrapyrin. Fertilizer 
materials containing either urea or nitrate were not used to 
avoid possible masking of nitrapyrin effects by leaching of 
urea or nitrate by heavy rainfalls soon after application. 
N-labeled fertilizers were used to enable determinations of 
the effects of nitrapyrin on recovery of fertilizer N in 
soils and plants. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Six experimental sites were established in 1985 and 2 
additional sites were established in 1986 (Table 1). Plots 
measuring 15 by 40 ft (six 30-in rows) or 12.7 by 40 ft (four 
38-in rows) were established in nonirrigated fields under 
production agriculture and, except for N application and 
grain harvest, were managed in accordance with the farmers' 
normal practices. All plots had been planted to corn the 
year before the plots were established. 
Broadcast ammonium sulfate was spring-applied at four 
rates (0, 50, 100, and 150 lb N/acre) with and without 
nitrapyrin in a randomized complete-block design with three 
replications. Nitrapyrin (N-serve 24E at 1 qt/acre; Dow 
Chemical Co., Midland, MI) was sprayed on and mixed with the 
fertilizer immediately before application. For nitrapyrin 
treatments without fertilizer, nitrapyrin was sprayed on and 
mixed with a two-pound sample of soil and the soil was 
broadcast on the plot. To avoid losses of nitrapyrin by 
volatilization (Briggs, 1975), nitrapyrin treatments were 
disked into the soil within 15 min after application. 
At sites 5 and 6 in 1985 and sites 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 
in 1986, ^^N-labeled ammonium sulfate (2 to 4 atom % ^^N) 
with and without nitrapyrin was substituted for unlabeled 
ammonium sulfate on subplots (7.5 by 7.5 ft for 30-in rows 
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and 7.5 by 9.5 ft for 38-in rows) within the main plots 
treated with 50, 100, and 150 lb N/acre. These subplots are 
referred to as^^N subplots and the main plots are referred to 
as yield plots. 
The corn hybrid Pioneer 3475 was planted at all sites 
except at sites 2, 3, and 4 (Pioneer 3377) and at site 1 in 
1987 (Garst 8344). Plant density ranged from 20,250 to 
28,350 plants/acre. Grain yields were measured by hand-
harvesting 25-ft segments of the two center rows from each 
plot. The corn was shelled in the field and yields were 
adjusted to 15.5% moisture content. 
Approximately 60 days and 14 months after application of 
labeled fertilizer in 1986, soil samples were collected from 
the subplots in 3 increments (0-6, 6-12, and 12-24 in) to 
assess the effects of nitrapyrin on the transformations and 
movement of fertilizer N. For each sample, eight cores 
(1.25-in diam) were collected from the subplots, 
composited, air dried, ground and sieved to pass a 0.08-in 
screen. The N subplots were sampled by using preselected 
patterns (lines diagonal to corn rows) to avoid collecting 
cores at the exact same spot at 60 days and 14 months. 
Recovery of labeled N was determined as described by Sanchez 
and Blackmer (1988). 
Ear leaves (leaves opposite and below the primary ears) 
were randomly collected from the yield plots (16 leaves from 
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Table 1. Information describing the experimental sites 
Soil 
Site Location Series Subgroup Years studied 
1 Marengo Nevin Aquic Argiudoll 1985,1986, 1987 
2 Williamsburg Mahaska Aguic Argiudoll 1985 
3 Kalona Bremer Typic Haplaquoll 1985,1986, 1987 
4 Iowa City Mahaska Aquic Argiudoll 1985 
5 Ames 1 Nicollet Aquic Hapludoll 1985,1986, 1987 
6 Ames 2 Canisteo Typic Haplaquoll 1985,1986, 1987 
7 Ida Grove Marshall Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
8 Holstein Gal va Typic Hapludoll 1986, 1987 
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the center two rows) and the subplots (4 leaves from the 
center 4 plants) when about 75% of the silks had emerged on 
plots treated with 150 lb N/acre. At physiological maturity, 
4 plants were collected from the center of each subplot 
and partioned into grain and stover components. All plant 
materials were dried at 140*F and ground for analysis. Leaf 
and stover samples were ground in a Wiley mill to pass a 
0.04-in screen, and then ground in a Cyclone mill (Udy model 
SF. Fort Collins, CO) to pass a 0.02-in screen. Grain 
samples from yield plots and subplots were dried at 140°F 
and ground in a flour mill (Magic Mill III^, Division of SSI, 
Salt Lake City, UT). The permanganate-reduced iron 
modification of the Kjeldahl procedure (Bremner and Mulvaney, 
1982) was used to determine the total N concentration of 
samples that had been dried for at least 48 hr at 140"F. 
All statistical analyses were performed by using the GLM 
procedure as described by Spector et al. (1985). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The amounts of rainfall during the growing seasons in 
this study were below average in 1985, above average in 1986, 
and near average in 1987 (Table 2). The amounts of rainfall 
during the first 8 weeks after N application were much less 
in 1987 than in 1985 and 1986. Amounts of rainfall during 
the first 8 weeks after fertilizer application are of special 
interest because they largely determine the amounts of N lost 
by leaching and denitrification before this N can be taken up 
by the crop. 
Analysis of soil samples collected 8 weeks after 
fertilization in 1986 showed that substantial amounts (mean 
of 40.5%) of fertilizer N were lost from the surface 2-ft 
layer of soils before plants had an opportunity to take up 
this N (Fig.l). The amounts of N lost during this wet spring 
are similar to losses observed in other tracer studies 
(Cerrato et al., 1985; Priebe, 1988) of the fate of nitrate 
and urea during wet springs in Iowa. The substantial losses 
of N that occurred during this year provided nitrapyrin with 
ample opportunity to prevent losses of N. However, 
nitrapyrin had no significant (? < 0.05) effect on the total 
amounts of labeled N recovered, whether data from the sites 
were analyzed individually or combined. 
Nitrapyrin also had little effect on the distribution of 
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Table 2. Amounts of rainfall during the study 
Amounts of rainfall^ 
Year Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8 
— in — 
Within 8-weeks after N application 
1985 12.2 11.9 10.6 11.2 7.2 7.2 NA*) NA 
1986 12.4 NA 10.2 NA 9.5 9.5 10.9 10.6 
1987 5.5 NA 3.4 NA 4.9 4.9 4.5 4.9 
April through September 
1985 15.8 19.7 16.4 18.0 16.4 16.4 NA NA 
1986 37.5 NA 34.2 NA 33.1 31.1 31.0 27.3 
1987 24.2 NA 17.8 NA 28.3 28.3 21.1 22.7 
Normal 23.4 24.5 23.1 24.5 23.4 23.4 22.1 21.6 
October through March 
1985 14.1 18.5 17.7 15.6 8.9 8.9 NA NA 
1986 9.4 NA 9.8 NA 9.8 9.8 8.6 9.2 
1987 10.8 NA 7.7 NA 8.0 8.0 7.7 9.0 
Normal 10.4 9.8 10.8 10.3 8.6 8.6 7.6 7.7 
^National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
1985,1986,1987. 
^NA, Not applicable. 
Figure l. Recovery of labeled N in the surface 2-ft layer of 
soils 8 weeks after 1986 applications 
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labeled N among the soil fractions analyzed. Statistically 
significant increases in amounts of labeled N were found as 
ammonium at the highest rate of N application at 2 of the 6 
sites (i.e., LSDq values of 3.1 and 5.0 at sites 1 and 8), 
but the differences were too small to be of practical 
importance. Nitrapyrin had no significant effect on the 
amounts of labeled K found in the nitrate-N or the KMI-N 
(Kjeldahl-minus-inorganic) fractions. The term KMI-N, as 
defined by Sanchez and Blackmer (1988), is used here because 
N from both organic matter and nonexchangeable ammonium is 
included in this fraction and because no attempt was made to 
distinguish between these forms. 
Movement of fertilizer-derived N into the KMI-N fraction 
was important in this study because an average of 36.5% of 
the labeled N recovered 8 weeks after N application was 
present in this fraction. Of course, movement of fertilizer 
N into this fraction can be detected only when tracers are 
used. These recoveries of labeled N in this fraction are 
similar to those found (i.e., 30%) by Sanchez (1986) 45 days 
after application of anhydrous ammonia. Nitrapyrin did not 
significantly increase the amounts of labeled N in the KMI 
fraction. Therefore, the results of this study do not 
support the idea (Juma and Paul, 1983; Ashworth 1986) that 
nitrification inhibitors increase net immobilization of 
fertilizer N. 
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Figure 2 shows yields of corn grain at all site-years as 
affected by N rate and nitrapyrin. Analysis of these data 
indicate that statistically significant (P < 0.05) yield 
responses to N occurred at all sites except site 5-85. 
However, nitrapyrin significantly increased yields only at 2 
of the 72 rate-site-years. Mean yields were 126 and 122 
bu/acre with and without nitrapyrin applied with 50 lb 
N/acre, 145 and 146 bu/acre with and without nitrapyrin 
applied with 100 lb N/acre, and 150 and 154 bu/acre with and 
without nitrapyrin applied with 150 lb N/acre. The increases 
in mean yields with increases in rates of N application 
indicate that lack of statistically significant yield 
increases due to nitrapyrin cannot be attributed to excessive 
amounts of available N. 
Although the differences in mean yields at the lowest 
rate of N fertilization allows speculation that the effects 
of nitrapyrin may have been significant if this study had 
greater experimental sensitivity, such speculation has no 
practical significance because application of additional N 
would be much more profitable than the addition of 
nitrapyrin. Because absolute means are lower with nitrapyrin 
than without nitrapyrin at the highest rate of fertilization, 
it is more likely that greater experimental sensitivity would 
have shown statistically significant yield decreases rather 
than increases at this rate of fertilization. The 
Figure 2. Corn grain yields at all site-years as affected by 
N rate and nitrapyrin. Asterisks indicate 
significant (P < 0.05) differences due to 
nitrapyrin 
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possibility of yield decreases at 150 lb N/acre deserves 
notice because this rate is the nearest to those usually used 
in production agriculture, because yield decreases have been 
observed elsewhere with spring-applied fertilizer (Blackmer 
and Sanchez, 1988; Hoeft, 1984), and because any yield 
decrease due to nitrapyrin has economic significance to corn 
producers. 
Rate of N application and nitrapyrin had a statistically 
significant effect on N concentration in the ear leaf at 
silking when all sites are considered (Table 3). When sites 
are considered individually, rate of N application had a 
significant effect on leaf N concentration at 17 of the 18 
site-years and nitrapyrin had a significant effect at 4 of 
the 18 site-years. Nitrapyrin had a significant effect on 
leaf N concentration at only 6 of the 72 rate-site-years 
(Fig. 3). These observations indicate that nitrapyrin had 
relatively little effect on the availability of N 
(fertilizer-derived plus soil-derived N) in the soil at 
silking. 
Rate of N application had a significant effect on the 
percentage nitrogen derived from fertilizer (PNDFF) in the 
ear leaf at silking of the first crop after application of 
labeled N (Table 4). It should be noted that ^^N-labeled 
fertilizers were applied only to selected site-years and, 
therefore, data from fewer site-years are presented in Table 
Figure 3. Concentrations of N in ear leaf at silking as 
affected by N rate and nitrapyrin. Asterisks 
indicate significant (P < 0.05) differences due to 
nitrapyrin 
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Table 3. Mean N concentration in ear leaf at silking for all 
sites-years as affected by N rate and nitrification 
inhibitor (NI) 
N Rate NI N Concentration 
lb/acre % 
0 — 1.62 
0 + 1.61 
50 — 1.87 
50 + 1.93 
100 - 2.06 
100 + 2.16 
150 - 2.22 
150 + 2.28 
Statistical data: 
N Rate 0.01 
NI 0.08 
N Rate * NI NS® 
CV (%) 13.2 
LSD^ (P = 0. 05) 0.11 
®NS indicates a probability level >0.10. 
LSD values apply only to comparisons of means for 
treatments with and without NI. An LSD value is shown only if 
the effect of NI was significant at the 10% level or less. 
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Table 4. Mean PNDFF found in ear leaf at silking of first and 
second crop as affected by N rate and nitrification 
inhibitor (NI) 
N rate NI First crop Second crop 
lb/acre PNDFF 
50 - 13.9 1.8 
50 + 13.3 1.7 
100 - 23.5 2.3 
100 + 23.8 2.1 
150 - 34.2 3.3 
150 + 32.8 3.1 
Statistical data: 
N Rate 0.01 0.01 
NI NS® NS 
N Rate * NI NS NS 
CV (%) 19.8 42.1 
®NS indicates a probability level >0.10. 
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4 than in Fig. 3. Nitrapyrin had no statistically 
significant effect on PNDFF in leaves, whether data from all 
sites were analyzed individually (data not shown) or 
combined. These observations indicate that nitrapyrin had no 
detectable effect on the availability of labeled N in the 
soil at silking. 
Concentrations of N in grain significantly increased 
with addition of N fertilizer at all sites except at site 8-
87 (Fig. 4). Nitrapyrin had no significant effect on N 
concentration in grain when data from all sites are combined. 
When analyzed individually, nitrapyrin had a significant 
effect at only 2 of the 18 site-years and at only 2 of the 72 
rate-site-years. These observations indicate that nitrapyrin 
had relatively little effect on the availability of N 
(fertilizer-derived plus soil-derived N) in the soil during 
the grain filling period. 
For plots treated with labeled N, PNDFF in grain of the 
first crop significantly increased with increase in amount of 
labeled N applied (Table 5). Nitrapyrin had no significant 
effect on PNDFF in grain, whether site-years are analyzed 
individually (data not shown) or combined. Percentage 
recovery of labeled N in grain of the first crop increased 
with amounts of N applied (Fig. 5). This increase in 
percentage recovery should be expected because an addition of 
labeled N dilutes the pool of available soil-derived N and 
Figure 4. Concentrations of N in grain as affected by N rate 
and nitrapyrin. Asterisks indicate significant (p 
< 0.05) differences due to nitrapyrin 
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Table 5. Mean PNDFF found in grain of first and second crop 
as affected by N rate and nitrification inhibitor 
(NI) 
N rate NI First crop Second crop 
lb/acre PNDFF 
50 - 11.5 1.3 
50 + 10.2 1.5 
100 - 19.6 2.2 
100 + 19.0 2.2 
150 - 26.3 3.1 
150 + 28.5 3.3 
Statistical data; 
N Rate 0.01 0.01 
NI NS® NS 
N Rate * NI NS NS 
CV (%) 25.7 40.1 
^NS indicates a probability level >0.10. 
Figure 5. Percentage recovery of labeled N in grain as 
affected by N rate and nitrapyrin in the first crop 
and second crop after application of labeled 
fertilizers (means of all sites) 
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because this dilution results in uptake of N having a higher 
percentage of labeled N. However, nitrapyrin had no 
significant effect on percentage of labeled N recovered in 
grain of the first crop when data for all site-years were 
combined. When data from site-years were analyzed 
individually, nitrapyrin had no significant effect on 
recovery of labeled N in grain at 22 of the 24 rate-site-
years. It decreased recovery at the other 2 rate-site-years. 
These observations indicate that nitrapyrin did not increase 
the availability of labeled N in the soil during the grain 
filling period. 
The percentage recovery of labeled N in stover of the 
first crop increased with amounts of N applied (Table 6). 
Nitrapyrin significantly increased the recovery of labeled N 
in the stover of the first crop after application of this N. 
This effect was significant only at the highest rate of 
fertilization. This evidence that nitrapyrin increased the 
availability of N late in the season is credible because 
stover has a propensity for luxury uptake of N and the 
concentration of N in stover is a sensitive indicator of N 
status at high rates of fertilization (Binford et al., 1989). 
However, accumulation of N in stover provides no 
environmental or economic benefits during grain production 
because the stover remains in the field. 
Figure 6 shows percentage recovery of labeled fertilizer 
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N in the soil approximately 14 months after application of 
this N. This time of sampling is significant because it 
shows the amounts of labeled N available when the second crop 
after fertilization starts rapid growth and uptake of N. 
Data presented showed that only small amounts of this N were 
present as nitrate or exchangeable ammonium. Substantial 
amounts (mean of 30%) of labeled N were recovered in the KMI 
fraction. The percentage of labeled N recovered in the KMI 
fraction 14 months after application was slightly higher than 
the percentage of anhydrous ammonia-derived N found (mean of 
17%) in this fraction by Sanchez and Blackmer (1988) 1 year 
after application. These observations support the 
conclusions of others (Allen et al., 1973; Legg et al., 1971; 
Olson, 1980; Power and Legg, 1984) that most of the 
fertilizer N that remains in the soil after the first 
cropping season is in the organic fraction. 
Further evidence for relatively little carry-over of 
labeled N was provided by the PNDFF in ear leaves (Table 4) 
and grain (Table 5) in the second crop after fertilization as 
well as by percentage recovery of labeled N in grain (Fig. 5) 
and stover (Table 6) in this crop. Analyses of variance 
indicate that N rate had a significant effect on the amount 
carried over in each of these plant fractions. Nitrapyrin, 
however, did not have a significant effect on the amount 
carried over in any of these fractions. The small recoveries 
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Table 6. Mean percent recovery of labeled N in stover of 
first and second crop as affected by N rate and 
nitrification inhibitor (NI) 
N rate NI First crop Second crop 
lb/acre % 
50 - 4.9 0.9 
50 + 5.5 0.8 
100 - 5.7 0.8 
100 + 5.6 0.9 
150 - 6.1 1.0 
150 + 9.1 1.2 
Statistical data: 
N Rate 0.01 0.01 
NI NS® NS 
N Rate * NI NS NS 
CV (%) 41.3 31.9 
LSD^ 1.7 
®NS indicates a probability level >0.10. 
^LSD values apply only to comparisons of means for 
treatments with and without NI. An LSD value is shown only if 
the effect of NI was significant at the 10% level or less. 
Figure 6. Recovery of labeled N in the surface 2-ft layer of 
soils 14 months after 1986 applications 
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of labeled N in the second crop after fertilization are 
consistent with the observations made by Sanchez and Blackmer 
(1988). They are not consistent, however, with the idea 
(Ashworth, 1986) that nitrification inhibitors should be 
regarded as tools for decreasing the N fertilizer requirement 
of the second crop after fertilization. 
Overall, use of nitrapyrin was not cost-effective in 
this study. It did not increase yields, and it did not 
increase amounts of fertilizer N recovered in soil or plant. 
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SUMMARY 
Nitrapyrin [2-chloro-6-(trichloromethyl) pyridine] is a 
nitrification inhibitor frequently used to prevent losses of 
nitrogen (N) fertilizer during corn {Zea mays L. ) production. 
Although many studies have shown that nitrapyrin inhibits 
nitrification in soils, it has not been established that use 
of nitrapyrin is cost-effective for corn producers in the 
western portion of the Corn Belt. Field experiments were 
conducted at 18 site-years from 1985 through 1987 to 
determine the effects of nitrapyrin on corn yields and 
recovery of broadcast fertilizer. Ammonium sulfate was 
applied at 4 rates (0, 50, 100, and 150 lb N/acre) with and 
without nitrapyrin and replicated three times. ^^N-labeled 
ammonium sulfate was substituted for unlabeled ammonium 
sulfate on subplots within yield plots at 8 of the site-
years. Statistically significant (P < 0.05) grain yield 
responses to fertilizer N were observed at 17 of the 18 site-
years. Nitrapyrin significantly increased yields only at 2 
of the 72 rate-site-years. Nitrapyrin did not influence 
recovery of labeled N in grain at 22 of the 24 rate-site-
years having labeled fertilizer. It decreased recovery at 
the other 2 rate-site-years. Nitrapyrin had no significant 
effect on recovery of labeled N in the soils 8 weeks and 14 
months after application. The results suggest that use of 
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nitrapyrin was not cost-effective at any of the sites 
studied. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
Studies were conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of 
various methods commonly used to assess the nitrogen (N) 
status of corn (Zea mays L.). These methods include (i) use of 
models for establishing economic optimal rates of N 
fertilization, (ii) analysis of grain N concentrations, and 
(iii) analysis of leaf N concentrations. A study to evaluate 
the benefits of using nitrapyrin (nitrification inhibitor) is 
included because experimental precision is a major problem 
when evaluating the cost-effectiveness of this compound. 
Part I involves fitting each of 5 models (linear-plus-
plateau, quadratic-plus-plateau, quadratic, exponential, and 
square root model) to results of the yield trials and 
comparing (i) predicted economic optimum rates of 
fertilization, (ii) predicted maximum yields, (iii) 
coefficients of determination (r^ values), (iv) trends in 
differences between observed and predicted data, and (v) 
potential economic losses associated with making incorrect 
decisions when selecting a response model. Results showed 
marked discrepancies among models commonly used for 
predicting economic optimum rates of fertilization. Mean 
(across all site-years) economic optimum rates of 
fertilization ranged from 128 to 379 kg N ha"^. All models 
fit the data equally well when evaluated by the r^ statistic. 
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Statistical analysis indicated that the most commonly used 
model, the quadratic model, did not a give a valid 
description of the response data and tended to indicate 
optimal rates of fertilization that were too high. The 
quadratic-plus-plateau model best described the response data 
in this study. This study indicates that the reason for 
selecting one model over others deserves more attention than 
it has received in the past. 
Part II describes studies to assess the reliability of 
the analysis of grain N concentrations as an indicator of the 
N status of corn. The study involved 12 site-years of data, 
each having 10 rates of N applied preplanting. The results 
showed that grain N concentrations tended to increase with 
increases in rates of N application. Grain N concentrations 
also tended to increase with increases in relative yields, 
but the relationships often were C-shaped and, therefore, 
there was no basis for establishing a critical N 
concentration. Statistically significant relationships were 
observed between grain N concentration and adjusted rates of 
N fertilization (i.e., rates adjusted relative to economic 
optimum) but they had low predictability. Only 1% of the 
variability could be explained by a model that considered 
only data between ±50 kg ha"^. This study indicates that, 
especially within the ranges of most practical interest, 
grain N concentrations do not provide a reliable indicator of 
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the N status of corn. 
Part III describes studies to assess the reliability of 
leaf N concentrations as an indicator of the N status of 
corn. Leaf N concentrations tended to increase with 
increases in rates of N application, but they also tended to 
increase linearly with increases in corn grain yields. 
Because optimal and above-optimal rates of N application 
resulted in similar leaf N concentrations, there was little 
basis for defining a critical N concentration. Statistically 
significant relationships were observed between leaf N 
concentrations and adjusted rates of fertilization, but they 
had low predictability. Only 16% of the variability in leaf 
N concentrations could be explained by a model that 
considered only data between ±100 lb/acre. The results of 
this study indicate that leaf N concentrations do not provide 
a sensitive indicator of the N status of corn and that the 
use of leaf N concentrations to determine the N status of 
corn probably promotes application of more fertilizer N than 
required to attain maximum yields. 
The results of a study conducted to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness of nitrapyrin are presented in part IV. Field 
studies were conducted at 18 site-years each having 4 rates 
of N application with and without nitrapyrin. ^^N-labeled 
fertilizer was substituted for unlabeled fertilizer on 
subplot within main plots at 8 of the site-years to study the 
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effect of nitrapyrin on recovery of labeled fertilizer. 
These results showed that nitrapyrin did not significantly 
influenced yields at 70 of 72 rate-site-years. It increased 
yields at the other 2 rate-site-years, Nitrapyrin did not 
significantly influenced recovery of fertilizer N in grain at 
22 of the 24 rate-site-years having labeled fertilizer. It 
decreased recovery at the other 2 rate-site-years. The 
results of this study suggest that use of nitrapyrin was not 
cost-effective at any of the sites. 
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